About Rex London

Rex London is the home of beautifully designed contemporary, retro and vintage inspired homeware, toys and gifts. Since our humble beginnings in 1981 as a simple stall in London’s Portobello market, we have since gone on to receive the Queen’s Award for Enterprise in International Trade in 2019, following many years of outstanding overseas growth.

Featuring award-winning prints that are designed by our in-house team, as well as stylish products chosen by our buyers, our comprehensive collection has something for everyone – all at prices customers love. This unique portfolio of products can be seen all over the world; from small independent shops, to galleries, museums and large department stores.

The entire range is available to view on our website rexlondontrade.com, and local traders are welcome to book an appointment to view our showroom in London, UK.
Gifts of Random Kindness

There are all kinds of reasons to give gifts. But the most special gift of all is the one you receive when you’re not expecting it, matched only by the one you give because the fancy suddenly takes you. You know the kind: the gift that’s all about the joy of giving, for no other reason than you wanted to. After all, a special occasion doesn’t have to be a birthday, Mother’s Day or Christmas. It can just be, “I saw this and thought of you.”

We are the designers, curators and sellers of these kinds of gifts. We call them Gifts of Random Kindness: beautiful things that your customers can afford to give whenever they want. Not only because they know they’ll bring joy, but because they’re always equally beautifully priced.
Home Décor

Vintage styled storage tins add a quirky touch to home organisation. These versatile tins are perfect for storing kitchen utensils, stationery, art supplies or anything else that will fit! The list is almost endless.

For our full product range, see more home and garden.
Nine Lives

If the Best in Show design is for dog lovers, Nine Lives is clearly perfect for cat enthusiasts! Showcasing our feline friends in all shapes and sizes, there is something for every cat owner.

New Arrivals

Stainless Steel Bottle
500ml: 29029
Min qty: 4 | Break qty: 24

Drinking Bottle
600ml: 29053
Min qty: 6 | Break qty: 48

Stainless Steel Bottle
260ml: 29092
Min qty: 4 | Break qty: 24

Mini Travel Case
28977
Min qty: 20 | Break qty: 100

Pocket Mirror
29089
Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 96

Glasses Case
28973
Min qty: 10 | Break qty: 50

For our full product range, see all Nine Lives
Ring Binder
28967
Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 48

For our full product range, see all Nine Lives

Children's Umbrella
29036
Min qty: 6 | Break qty: 50

Backpack
29087
Min qty: 2 | Break qty: 24

Mini Backpack
29079
Min qty: 5 | Break qty: 50

For our full product range, see all Nine Lives
Best in Show

For dog owners and dog lovers alike. The Best in Show design features 26 breeds including many well-known and well-loved pedigrees, as well as representing some of the more obscure breeds such as the Keeshond, Utonagan and even the Xoloitzcuintle!

New Arrivals & Top Picks

For our full product range, see all Best in Show
For our full product range, see all Best in Show

Stainless Steel Bottle
500ml: 28661
Min qty: 4 | Break qty: 24

Bamboo Travel Mug
28745
Min qty: 6 | Break qty: 36

Ceramic Mug
28697
Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 72

A5 Notebook
28701
Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 48

A6 Notebook
28714
Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 144

Ring Binder
28966
Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 48

For our full product range, see all Best in Show
For our full product range, see all Best in Show

Best In Show

**Backpack**  
29086  
Min qty: 2 | Break qty: 24

**Mini Backpack**  
29078  
Min qty: 5 | Break qty: 50

**Stainless Steel Bottle**  
260ml: 29091  
Min qty: 4 | Break qty: 24

**Snack Pot**  
28939  
Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 288

**Snack Boxes**  
Set of 3: 28923  
Min qty: 10 | Break qty: 80

**Lunch Box**  
28935  
Min qty: 8 | Break qty: 64

**Eco Can**  
28812  
Min qty: 6 | Break qty: 48

**Children's Umbrella**  
29037  
Min qty: 6 | Break qty: 60

**Plasters in a Tin**  
Pack of 30: 28928  
Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 96

---

For our full product range, see all Best in Show

**Dog Food Tin**  
28914  
Min qty: 6 | Break qty: 18

**Dog Food Bowl**  
28777  
Min qty: 6 | Break qty: 24
For our full product range, see all Love Birds
Water Bottle
28684
Min qty: 6 | Break qty: 48

Stainless Steel Bottle
500ml: 28683
Min qty: 4 | Break qty: 24

Bamboo Travel Mug
28743
Min qty: 6 | Break qty: 36

For our full product range, see all Love Birds
For our full product range, see all Love Birds

Love Birds

Microfibre Towel
28908
Min qty: 2 | Break qty: 24

Eye Mask & Pouch
28846
Min qty: 4 | Break qty: 48

Ring Binder
28969
Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 48

Jewellery Box
28798
Min qty: 4 | Break qty: 48

Bluetooth Shower Speaker
28868
Min qty: 5 | Break qty: 50

Manicure Set
28821
Min qty: 6 | Break qty: 48

For our full product range, see all Love Birds

Love Birds

Snack Pot
28938
Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 288

Snack Boxes
Set of 3: 28921
Min qty: 10 | Break qty: 80

Lunch Box
28934
Min qty: 8 | Break qty: 64

Eco Can
28813
Min qty: 6 | Break qty: 48

Stainless Steel Bottle
260ml: 29093
Min qty: 4 | Break qty: 24

Snack Pot

For our full product range, see all Love Birds
Recycled Bags

Made from recycled plastic bottles, you can choose from a multitude of Rex London prints to stock the best-selling jumbo bags, new recycling bags, shopping bags, charlotte bags and lunch bags.

Jumbo, Lunch & Shopping Bags

For our full product range, see more recycled bags
Best in Show
- Jumbo: 28651
  Min qty: 10 | Break qty: 100
- Charlotte: 29007
  Min qty: 10 | Break qty: 100
- Shopping: 28658
  Min qty: 10 | Break qty: 100
- Recycling: 29050
  Min qty: 5 | Break qty: 50
- Lunch: 28655
  Min qty: 10 | Break qty: 100

Magical Unicorn
- Jumbo: 27900
  Min qty: 10 | Break qty: 100
- Lunch: 27893
  Min qty: 10 | Break qty: 100
- Charlotte: 27935
  Min qty: 10 | Break qty: 100

Wild Wonders
- Jumbo: 28924
  Min qty: 10 | Break qty: 100
- Lunch: 28925
  Min qty: 10 | Break qty: 100
- Charlotte: 28926
  Min qty: 10 | Break qty: 100

Rusty the Fox
- Jumbo: 24487
  Min qty: 10 | Break qty: 100
- Lunch: 24490
  Min qty: 10 | Break qty: 100
- Charlotte: 25307
  Min qty: 10 | Break qty: 100

For our full product range, see more recycled bags
Jumbo, Lunch & Shopping Bags

Sydney the Sloth
Jumbo: 28480
Min qty: 10 | Break qty: 100

Tropical Palm
Jumbo: 27901
Min qty: 10 | Break qty: 100

World Map
Jumbo: 24486
Min qty: 10 | Break qty: 100

Sydney the Sloth
Lunch: 28483
Min qty: 10 | Break qty: 100

Tropical Palm
Lunch: 27894
Min qty: 10 | Break qty: 100

World Map
Lunch: 24489
Min qty: 10 | Break qty: 100

Sydney the Sloth
Shopping: 28486
Min qty: 10 | Break qty: 100

Tropical Palm
Shopping: 27934
Min qty: 10 | Break qty: 100

World Map
Shopping: 25082
Min qty: 10 | Break qty: 100

Chester the Cat
Jumbo: 28653
Min qty: 10 | Break qty: 100

Chester the Cat
Lunch: 28657
Min qty: 10 | Break qty: 100

Chester the Cat
Shopping: 28660
Min qty: 10 | Break qty: 100

For our full product range, see more recycled bags

For our full product range, see more recycled bags
Jumbo, Lunch, Shopping, Recycling & Charlotte Bags

**Love Birds**
- Jumbo: 28652
- Min qty: 4 | Break qty: 48

**Vintage Apple**
- Jumbo: 26093
- Min qty: 10 | Break qty: 100

**Flamingo Bay**
- Jumbo: 26941
- Min qty: 4 | Break qty: 48

**Top Banana**
- Jumbo: 29019
- Min qty: 10 | Break qty: 100

**Nine Lives**
- Jumbo: 29004
- Min qty: 10 | Break qty: 100

For our full product range, see more recycled bags.
For our full product range, see more recycled bags
For our full product range, see more recycled bags
Periodic Table

The Periodic Table design is such a popular print because it’s great for so many people – secondary school students, uni students and graduates, chemistry teachers, science professionals, and more!

Top Picks

- **Washbag**
  - Code: 26960
  - Min qty: 4 | Break qty: 24

- **Mini Travel Case**
  - Code: 28974
  - Min qty: 20 | Break qty: 100

- **Glasses Case**
  - Code: 28977
  - Min qty: 10 | Break qty: 50

- **Tea Towel**
  - Code: 25700
  - Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 144

- **Water Bottle**
  - Code: 27290
  - Min qty: 6 | Break qty: 48

- **Stainless Steel Bottle**
  - Code: 28894
  - Min qty: 3 | Break qty: 30

- **Eco Can**
  - Code: 28809
  - Min qty: 6 | Break qty: 48

- **Bamboo Travel Mug**
  - Code: 28746
  - Min qty: 6 | Break qty: 36

- **Microfibre Towel**
  - Code: 28906
  - Min qty: 2 | Break qty: 24

- **Lunch Box**
  - Code: 25709
  - Min qty: 8 | Break qty: 64

- **Mug**
  - Code: 25035
  - Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 72

For our full product range, [see all Periodic Table](#)
For our full product range, see all Periodic Table
Spirit of Adventure

Be prepared for any eventuality with our Spirit of Adventure range. The perfect additions to any gift-giver’s arsenal, these “top-up” gifts will be a hit with your customers.

Top Picks

Fish-Shaped Nail Clippers
28674
Min qty: 24 | Break qty: 144

Money Minder Keyring
28194
Min qty: 24 | Break qty: 144

Stainless Steel Bottle
28895
Min qty: 3 | Break qty: 30

Telescopic Torch With Magnetic Pick Up
28150
Min qty: 6 | Break qty: 36

Fish-Shaped Pocket Knife & Keyring
28127
Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 144

Lightbulb Keyring (Assorted Colours)
28964
Min qty: 24 | Break qty: 144

6 In 1 Hammer & Screwdriver
28149
Min qty: 6 | Break qty: 36

For our full product range, see all Spirit of Adventure
Prehistoric Land

This range will certainly be a hit with customers looking to buy gifts for kids! Featuring ankylosaurus, corythosaurus, dimetrodon, diplodocus, pterodactylus, ornithomimus, stegosaurus, triceratops, velociraptor and, of course, tyrannosaurus.

New Arrivals & Top Picks

- Bamboo Lunch Box 28862
  Min qty: 4 | Break qty: 24
- Lunch Box 28212
  Min qty: 8 | Break qty: 64
- Bento Box 28214
  Min qty: 6 | Break qty: 60
- Snack Pot 28217
  Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 288
- Children’s Umbrella 28072
  Min qty: 6 | Break qty: 60
- Bamboo Toothbrush 28903
  Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 96
- Plasters in a Tin 28210
  Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 96
- Drawstring Bag 28049
  Min qty: 6 | Break qty: 96
- Snack Boxes Set of 3: 28513
  Min qty: 10 | Break qty: 80
- Water Bottle 27287
  Min qty: 6 | Break qty: 48
- Bamboo Tableware Set of 5: 28522
  Min qty: 3 | Break qty: 12

For our full product range, see all Prehistoric Land
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Type</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Min Qty</th>
<th>Break Qty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Children's Apron</td>
<td>28056</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backpack</td>
<td>29081</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mini Backpack</td>
<td>28450</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A5 Notebook</td>
<td>28090</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A6 Notebook</td>
<td>28080</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colouring Pencils</td>
<td>28594</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erasers</td>
<td>28730</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wooden Yoyo</td>
<td>29075</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaleidoscope</td>
<td>29016</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tilt Puzzle</td>
<td>28927</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tilt Maze Tube</td>
<td>28854</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colouring &amp; Games</td>
<td>28538</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Projector Torch</td>
<td>28517</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erasers</td>
<td>28897</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
More than 50 years have passed since Armstrong, Aldrin and Collins made history, yet the fascination with space exploration hasn’t subsided! Our award-winning Space Age collection is a huge hit year-round with budding astronauts and aeronautical engineers.

New Arrivals & Top Picks

**150 Piece Mini Puzzle**  
28954  
Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 96

**Puzzle in a Tube**  
28292  
Min qty: 6 | Break qty: 48

**Tilt Maze Tube**  
28852  
Min qty: 24 | Break qty: 144

**Kaleidoscope**  
29014  
Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 96

**Water Pistol**  
28580  
Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 96

**Pinball**  
28326  
Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 96

**Colouring & Games**  
28539  
Min qty: 24 | Break qty: 96

**Space Mission Vehicles**  
28609  
Min qty: 4 | Break qty: 16

**Wall Chart**  
28307  
Min qty: 4 | Break qty: 24

For our full product range, [see all Space Age](#)
Space Age

For our full product range, see all Space Age
Projector Torch
28516
Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 96

Glow in the Dark Stars
28881
Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 48

Party Candles
Set of 6: 28883
Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 48

Projection Torch
28516
Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 96

Glow in the Dark Stars
28881
Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 48

Party Candles
Set of 6: 28883
Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 48

Snap Band
29042
Min qty: 24 | Break qty: 96

Temporary Tattoos
2 Sheets: 28323
Min qty: 20 | Break qty: 500

Stationery
28598
Min qty: 48

Moon Night Light
28293
Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 48

Rocket Night Light
28598
Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 48

For our full product range, see all Space Age

A5 Notebook
28698
Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 96

A6 Notebook
28717
Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 144

Colouring Pencils
Set of 12: 28675
Min qty: 24 | Break qty: 288

Colouring Pencils
Set of 9: 28597
Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 288

Giant Space Age Rocket Pen
28560
Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 96

For our full product range, see all Space Age
Wild Wonders

This cute jungle design is bold and bright - great to draw attention for an attractive window display. You can see the inspiration behind the design on Rex London’s YouTube channel.

New Arrivals

- **Backpack** 29063
  - Min qty: 2 | Break qty: 24

- **Mini Backpack** 29010
  - Min qty: 5 | Break qty: 50

- **Lunch Box** 28937
  - Min qty: 8 | Break qty: 64

- **Snack Pot** 28941
  - Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 288

- **Microfibre Towel** 28911
  - Min qty: 2 | Break qty: 24

- **Children’s Apron** 28917
  - Min qty: 10 | Break qty: 100

- **Bamboo Toothbrush** 28933
  - Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 96

- **Plasters in a Tin** 28930
  - Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 96

- **Snack Boxes** Set of 3: 28920
  - Min qty: 10 | Break qty: 80

- **Water Bottle** 29056
  - Min qty: 6 | Break qty: 48

- **Children’s Umbrella** 29034
  - Min qty: 6 | Break qty: 60

For our full product range, [see all Wild Wonders](#)
For our full product range, see all Wild Wonders
For our full product range, see more toys and games
Indoor Games & Activities

**Forest Friends Colouring & Games**
- Code: 28540
- Min qty: 24 | Break qty: 96

**Cardboard**
- Learn to Stitch
  - Code: 28290
  - Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 48

**Origami Paper Planes**
- Code: 28021
- Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 48

**Make Your Own Bugs**
- Code: 27978
- Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 48

**Fairy Tale Dice Game**
- Code: 28276
- Min qty: 6 | Break qty: 72

**Animals Origami Kit**
- Code: 28102
- Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 48

**Charlie the Lion Xylophone**
- Code: 28543
- Min qty: 3 | Break qty: 12

For our full product range, see more toys and games

Card & Memory Games

**Snap Cards**
- Code: 28532
- Min qty: 24 | Break qty: 144

**Travel Bingo**
- Code: 28960
- Min qty: 6 | Break qty: 24

**Animal Memory Game**
- Code: 28469
- Min qty: 6 | Break qty: 36

**ABC Learning Cards**
- Code: 28959
- Min qty: 6 | Break qty: 36

**Memory Bingo**
- Code: 28477
- Min qty: 6 | Break qty: 48

For our full product range, see more toys and games
Classic Toys & Room Decorations

Animal Park Music Box
28196
Min qty: 6 | Break qty: 24

Roll of Play Tickets
28896
Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 96

Sea Creatures Excavation Kit
28531
Min qty: 6 | Break qty: 24

Grow Your Own Shark
28857
Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 96

Grow Your Own Magical Unicorn
28856
Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 96

Glow in the Dark Stars
Box of 30: 28010
Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 48

Anatomical Skeleton Kit
24787
Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 48

For our full product range, see more toys and games.

For our full product range, see more toys and games.
Secret Agent Kits

- **Secret Agent Moustache Disguise**
  - Code: 28462
  - Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 288

- **Spy Camera With Secret Sideways View**
  - Code: 28447
  - Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 144

- **Secret Agent Magnifying Glass**
  - Code: 28437
  - Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 144

- **Secret Agent Lie Detector Kit**
  - Code: 28139
  - Min qty: 4 | Break qty: 24

- **Finger Print Detective Set**
  - Code: 26397
  - Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 96

- **Secret Agent Detective Set**
  - Code: 26396
  - Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 96

- **Secret Agent Spy Pens**
  - Set of 2: 26178
  - Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 288

- **Special Agent Spy Kit**
  - Code: 29000
  - Min qty: 3 | Break qty: 24

For our full product range, see more toys and games

Night Lights

- **Rabbit**
  - Code: 23084
  - Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 48

- **White Cloud**
  - Code: 27258
  - Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 48

- **Moon**
  - Code: 27346
  - Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 48

- **Cookie the Cat**
  - Code: 28296
  - Min qty: 4 | Break qty: 48

- **Presley the Panda**
  - Code: 28295
  - Min qty: 4 | Break qty: 48

- **Bob the Polar Bear**
  - Code: 28294
  - Min qty: 4 | Break qty: 48

For our full product range, see more toys and games
For our full product range, see all Top Banana
Stationery

Make a statement with our extensive range of functional, yet quirky, stationery. Plenty of options for school supplies or home office desks.

---

**Erasers, Highlighters, Pencils & Pens**

- **Magical Unicorn**
  - Set of 6: 28460
  - Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 72

- **Dinosaurs**
  - Set of 4: 28459
  - Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 72

- **Space Age**
  - Set of 4: 28958
  - Min qty: 24 | Break qty: 96

- **Miko & Friends**
  - Set of 4: 28732
  - Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 144

- **Colourful Creatures**
  - Set of 5: 28731
  - Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 144

- **Space Rocket**
  - 28729
  - Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 144

- **Super Car Red**
  - 28728
  - Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 144

- **Super Car Blue**
  - 28727
  - Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 144

- **Rainbow Pencils**
  - 27854
  - Min qty: 48 | Break qty: 192

- **Scented Sweet Highlighters**
  - Set of 4: 28588
  - Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 96

- **Emoji Egg Pens**
  - Set of 6: 27486
  - Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 288

For our full product range, [see more stationery](#)
For our full product range, see more stationery

Ice Lollies
Set of 4: 29010
Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 72

Scented Doughnuts
Set of 6: 28463
Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 12

Shoes
Set of 8: 29011
Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 72

For our full product range, see more stationery
Babies & Toddlers

Celebrate parenthood with this cute collection of newborn baby gifts. Tiny socks, hats, swaddling blankets and gift sets are available in a variety of adorable gender-neutral patterns.

Organic Cotton Babies’ Hat & Bib Sets

Elephant Party
28892
Min qty: 8 | Break qty: 48

Little Ducks
28891
Min qty: 8 | Break qty: 48

Skylark
28890
Min qty: 8 | Break qty: 48

Miko the Panda
28889
Min qty: 8 | Break qty: 48

Charlie the Horse
28888
Min qty: 8 | Break qty: 48

Kitty Cats
28887
Min qty: 8 | Break qty: 48

For our full product range, see more baby and toddler gifts
Swaddling Blankets

Elephant Party 28875
  Min qty: 4  |  Break qty: 24

Kitty Cats 28874
  Min qty: 4  |  Break qty: 24

Skylark 28818
  Min qty: 4  |  Break qty: 24

Charlie the Horse 28817
  Min qty: 4  |  Break qty: 24

Baby Hats & Socks

Bonnie the Bunny 28403
  Min qty: 6  |  Break qty: 48

Bruno the Bear 28402
  Min qty: 6  |  Break qty: 48

Cookie the Cat 28401
  Min qty: 6  |  Break qty: 48

Miko the Panda 28400
  Min qty: 6  |  Break qty: 48

Little Ducks 28816
  Min qty: 4  |  Break qty: 24

For our full product range, see more baby and toddler gifts.
Gift Bags

No gift is complete without the perfect wrapping. Brand new gift bags are available in beautiful Rex London prints in large, small and bottle sizes.

Large, Small & Bottle Gift Bags

Nine Lives
Large: 28978
Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 72

Best in Show
Large: 28979
Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 72

Periodic Table
Large: 28980
Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 72

Love Birds
Large: 28981
Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 72

Nine Lives
Small: 28995
Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 144

Best in Show
Small: 28994
Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 144

Periodic Table
Small: 28993
Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 144

Love Birds
Small: 28992
Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 144

Nine Lives
Bottle: 28996
Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 144

Best in Show
Bottle: 28997
Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 144

Periodic Table
Bottle: 28998
Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 144

Love Birds
Bottle: 28999
Min qty: 12 | Break qty: 144

For our full product range, see more gift wrap
For our full product range, see more gift wrap
Order online

- Live stock availability from our warehouse
- No minimum order
- Free UK delivery when you spend over £200
- Free European delivery for qualifying orders
- Speedy dispatch

For full shipping details visit rexlondontrade.com/delivery

Contact us

Rex London, Unit 3-4 Allied Way, London W3 0RL
www.rexlondontrade.com | info@rexlondon.com
Tel: +44 (0) 20 8746 1700
Opening times: Monday to Friday 8.00am to 2.00pm

© Rex International Ltd 2020